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FOREWORD
I first became curious about the Third sector back in 2008, as the UK entered a period of economic
uncertainty. The challenges the country faced meant that many people were struggling with low self-esteem
and didn’t feel like they belonged. Wellbeing suffered, alongside productivity and all its knock-on effects.
The spark of an idea
In the face of these challenges, I looked at charities and Third sector organisations and I saw a sector that really
is our backbone, that champions the causes that matter most, that helps people, and that is the continuity we
need to thrive in the future. I really felt that we needed to take action to support charities, thoughtful action, and
to bring people together to do that. To me, that's leading with kindness in a digital age.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the road to 2030
Today, technology is changing the way we live and work. The Fourth Industrial Revolution brings with it huge
opportunities. Technology can enable the charity sector not only to be fit for the future and support the people
and the causes they’re fighting for, but to make a meaningful impact on people's self-esteem, wellbeing and
productivity by providing a sense of purpose and belonging.
#CharityForum: A force for good
My mission is to help the charity and third sector to thrive tomorrow. In order to do that, the sector needs to be
fit for today, which means taking action now.
The #CharityForum is about bringing together amazing people that are passionate about what they do and
about supporting others, to shape society. We call ourselves 'the gang'. Together we’re creating the energy, the
catalyst, the action that is helping everybody navigate the next decade. It’s easy to feel, in life, that you should
follow the path everybody sets. For humanity to thrive, it's never been more important to stand head and
shoulders above the crowd and be brave enough to think differently.
An amplified voice
By getting the charity and wider third sector together, by collaborating,
by thinking differently, as this diverse group of people, all with our different
skill sets, we are creating truly meaningful action, with one voice. It’s time to
make a difference.

Debra Charles, CEO & Founder, Novacroft
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INTRODUCTION

'We mu be t e
c a g we wa to
se in t e wo d'
Mahatma Gandhi

We are: Amazing
minds together
solving big problems
to ensure charities are
fit for 2030 and the
impact of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution
As part of our mission to ensure the charity
and third sector is fit for the future, we
formed a gang of brilliant humans, and set
out to create a view of the future; 2030 and
beyond.
Together, looking back from the 2030, we
have considered the opportunities and
challenges emerging for charities, and what
action needs to be taken now to ensure
charities and the broader third sector are
able to continue to fulfil their vital role in
society.

This report contains
our shared view of
the future, and what
action we must take
now in order for
humanity to thrive.
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2030: IS THE
CHARITY SECTOR
EXTINCT?
"63% PEOPLE TRUST MAJOR BRANDS
MORE THE GOVERNMENT - DO WE
WANT THE LIKES OF AMAZON
STEERING OUR FUTURE?"
CAMPAIGN MAGAZINE
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2030: IS THE
CHARITY SECTOR
EXTINCT?

'"To re
re n as we as
t u to o r fu m al
p i c s we ca ’t si l s a d
s i l, we ha to co n o y
im v an ad ."
Chris Reed, British Red Cross

It's 2030 and the charity sector is extinct.
That might sound dramatic, but it could
happen...

The ultimate success for charities is that they
no longer need to exist, that the cause they are
fighting for is fixed up and tidy.
The biggest risk to the sector is that charities
might be extinct before the job is done.
When you look at evidence of statistical decline in:
Income: Charitable giving has reduced for the third
year running. (CAF UK Giving 2019)
Trust: Less than half the population (48%) say that
charities are trustworthy (NCVO, May 2019)
Membership: UK charity membership levels hit an
ultimate low of 16% in April 2015 (npfSynergy)
Volunteering: The percentage of those formally
volunteering once a month has decreased from 27%
in 2013-2014 to 22% in 2019 (DCMS Community Life
Survey 2019)

We’ve done the maths and believe this gives the
charity sector a lifespan of 10 years.

As we head towards 2030 and the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, more than ever, humans need to know,
through action and not just words, who they can trust.
There has never been a more important time for the
charity sector to be our source of strength, to ensure
humanity thrives.
Therefore it is really important that we enable the sector
to be fit today in order for them to help humanity thrive
in the future.
In this issue we are looking at what the future looks like
and collaborating with our gang in order to create
action.

Trustee diversification: 61% charities say Trustees
are out of touch with beneficiaries needs
(Ecclesiastical Charity Survey March 2019)

Read on...
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2030: THE
ROBOTS ARE
COMING!
"YOU CAN DEAL WITH TODAY IF
YOU'VE GOT A STRONG ENOUGH
TOMORROW"
TONY ROBBINS
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2030: THE
ROBOTS ARE
COMING!
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is the fourth major
industrial era since the initial Industrial Revolution of the 18th
century. It is characterised by a fusion of technologies
blurring the lines between the physical, digital and
biological. It is reshaping how we all live and work. The
benefits of this revolution could manifest themselves in
terms of life expectancy improvement and productivity.
Autonomous vehicles could radically change city spaces
and transport safety and through advances in artificial
intelligence, we could eradicate climate change.
In order to realise these benefits, we must avoid the
perils. The Fourth Industrial Revolution will be the first
revolution where humans risk losing control. If we don't
have the wellbeing of humans at the heart of everything
we do then we face a perilous future.

800m people globally without jobs
Today there are 192m people globally without jobs. By
2030 that figure will have risen to 800 million (World
Economic Forum). Workers will lose their jobs and be
replaced by robotic automation, a new report has found.
The study of 46 countries and 800 occupations by the
McKinsey Global Institute found that up to one-fifth of the
global work force will be affected.
It said one-third of the workforce in richer nations like
Germany and the US may need to retrain for other jobs.
Machine operators and food workers will be hit hardest,
the report says.
Poorer countries that have less money to invest in
automation will not be affected as much, according to
McKinsey.
As artificial intelligence increases, more and more jobs will
be replaced by robots. With 800 million people without a
job, a sense of belonging or purpose could lead to mass
civil unrest.

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum
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2030: THE
RACE FOR
GLOBAL
DOMINANCE

The top ten countries by GDP: China, USA and India
are on a ‘race to the top.’ Significant investment into
Artificial Intelligence is seen as key to winning the
race. AI technologies promise advances in health
care, transport and communications, and the nations
that make fundamental breakthroughs in the field are
likely to shape its future directions and reap the most
benefits. The importance of responsible corporate
governance has never been more important. The
National New Generation of Artificial Intelligence
Governance Committee released eight principles to
be observed by those working in AI development.
These include harmony, fairness and justice, respect
for privacy, safety, transparency, accountability and
collaboration, and are similar to those released by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development. But these ethical issues can vary from
country to country says AI analyst Joy Dantong Ma at
the Paulson Institute.
Harvard Business Review reports that the proportion
of time spent on reviewing risk was disproportionate,
with organisations spending only 6% of time
considering strategic risk whilst 86% of the causes of
significant losses in market value over the past
decade are strategic.

The World's Happiest countries: Four
countries have held the top spot in the last
four reports: Denmark, Switzerland, Norway
and now Finland. All the top countries tend
to have high values for all six of the key
variables that have been found to support
well-being: income, healthy life expectancy,
social support, freedom, trust and generosity
(source: World Happiness Report 2018).
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2030: THE FUTURE OF JOBS
As we look toward 2030, it is evident that jobs
where there is a high volume output and low
process variance with slim profit margins are ripe
for automation - and clearly that's already
happening. Just take a look at John Lewis's fully
automated logistics sites. Their six level
automated hanging system is capable of
sorting and carrying 1.6 million garments at any
one time.

Examples of stable, new and
redundant roles

As Artificial Intelligence and robotics advance
over the next decade, jobs with more process
variance will be automated and therefore cease
to exist. According to the World Economic Forum,
16% of occupations are predicted to be
automated by 2030.
New jobs will arrive. Jobs that don't exist today.
Klaus Schwab, Founder and Chief Executive,
World Economic Forum, said "65% of children
entering primary school today will ultimately
end up working in completely new job types
that don't yet exist" (World Economic Forum)

High process variance = automation

Future job vacancies could remain unfilled unless
we re-skill people. According to McKinsey &
Company, as many as 375 million workers, or
roughly 14% of the global workforce, may need
to switch occupational categories as digitisation,
automation, and advances in artificial intelligence
disrupt the world of work. The kinds of skills
companies require will shift, with profound
implications for the career paths individuals will
need to pursue.

Source: Debra Charles

Workforce

Vacancies

The share of
women in the
workforce is
projected to reach
47.2% in 2024
(source: US
Department of
Labor)

There will be 1.4m
tech jobs in 2020
but only 400k
computer science
graduates
(source: The
Bureau of Labor
and Statistics)

charity.novacroft.com/forum

Isolation
Volunteering
can make a
demonstrable
impact on
reducing social
isolation

@2030Charity #charityforum
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Technologies by proportion of companies
likely to adopt them by 2022 (projected)

2030: COOL
STUFF TECH
CAN DO
Here we look at some of the advances in
technology that are helping make a positive
difference to society...

Tech is...
Enabling trials
of self-driving
cars in
London, right
now

Moore’s law states that the number of
transistors on a microprocessor chip will
double every two years or so. The
exponential improvement that the law
describes transformed the first crude
home computers of the 1970s into
present day smart phones. All of this is
about processing power. Metcalfe’s law is
the most important going forward.
Consider anything that is connected
generates network traffic. As each new
thing connects to a network, the power
almost doubles (as networks get large).
That’s exponential change!

Tech is... hanging the way we live - think cleaner energy, ecobuilding, in-built tech, robot/drone builders used in construction

Tech is... Helping make a new kind of packaging
material, as an alternative to styrofoam. New
material made from organic matter is held
together by mycelium, which is made by a fungus,
such as a mushroom.

Tech is...
Enabling scientists
and engineers to
develop ‘smart
harnesses’ for guide
dogs that collects
biometric data to
help humans
understand what the
animal is thinking
and feeling. All to
help with training
and understanding
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The Gartner Hype Cycle is a useful tool which we used in our
collaborative sessions.

2019:
INNOVATION
Gartner believes the latest
emerging technology trends are:

Nanotechnology is the study and application of extremely small things and can
be used across all the other science fields, such as chemistry, biology, physics,
materials science, and engineering. Nanoscience and nanotechnology involve the
ability to see and to control individual atoms and molecules. Everything on Earth
is made up of atoms—the food we eat, the clothes we wear, the buildings and
houses we live in, and our own bodies.
Benefits of Nanotechnology:
Medical and healthcare: Better imaging and diagnostic tools enabled by
nanotechnology are paving the way for earlier diagnosis, more individualised
treatment options, and better therapeutic success rates.
Environmental remediation:
In addition to the ways that nanotechnology can help improve energy efficiency,
there are also many ways that it can help detect and clean up environmental
contaminants. Read more at nano.gov

“The 2019 Hy e Cy e hi l t t e em n te n
so y an pe ov t e ne
sa Bri Bur , Res h Vic
"Tec l in
ti is t e ke to co t i di
in t e .” Thi ye ’s em n te n i s fa in
a g te hu , po c s a co t an co
an an t

i s wi si f a t im t on bu s ,
fi to 10 ye ,”
Pre n , Gar r.
r i t o an is t a s m ma
fi ma t e d : Sen g an mo t ,
s, di l ec s s, an ad c A
.
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2019: HOW
CHARITIES ARE
ALREADY USING
TECH

For examples of great tech
usage in charity, check out:

Royal Naval Association:
Project Semaphore: To address social
isolation and loneliness in older Veterans
(aged 65 and over), this project provides
iPads to enable them to explore the
Internet, keep in touch with family, find
friendship and connect with the world. The
project also has financial benefits,
providing access to savings through
energy deals, price-comparison websites,
online shopping, paper-free banking.
Collective iPad training sessions in RNA
Branches have created community spirit
and social gatherings, so retaining human
element. Source: www.royal-navalassociation.co.uk

The Passage: This
London homeless
charity is utilising VR to
bring being homeless
to life in an experience
called 'Look the Other
Way', which challenges
people to consider their
response to
homelessness and
offers them a way to
make a difference.
Source: Charity Digital News

World Wildlife Fund:
Use of aerial drone
imagery to assess
forest damage.
Source:
www.worldwildlife.org

Water Aid:
AI chatbots targeting
remote areas. Source:
www.thirdsector.co.uk

Cancer research
UK: 'Genes in Space'
smartphone game. Source:
www.cancerresearchuk.org

Shelter: As tech advances,
so does data availability.
Shelter believes that the route
to solving the national
housing emergency is around
understanding data, enabling
decision making based on
evidence and facts, and using
that to help targets for
campaigning work and giving
advice. They have joined
forces with a data company to
embrace this.
Source: New Statesman, April 2019

International Committee of the Red Cross: To help people get to grips with advances in digital and
the data protection responsibilities that brings, this organisation's Handbook on Data Protection in
Humanitarian Action seeks to help humanitarian organisations comply with personal data
protection standards, by raising awareness and providing specific guidance on the interpretation
of data protection principles in the context of humanitarian action, particularly when new
technologies are employed. Source: www.icrc.org
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2030: WHAT
SUCCESS LOOKS
LIKE FOR THE
THIRD SECTOR

"THE HUMAN SPIRIT MUST PREVAIL
OVER TECHNOLOGY"
ALBERT EINSTEIN
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2030: SUCCESS FOR
THE THIRD SECTOR
The #CharityForum gang took a 'helicopter view' to imagine what success looks
like for the Third sector and charities in 2030, and identified five key themes.
Seen from a moment in time in 2030, this is our vision...
Greater collaboration has created greater impact.
Charities have gained knowledge and skills in growth
and resilience through cross market collaboration,
including corporate partnershps

Collaboration: the
sector joined
forces as one
united voice

More joined-up fundraising in the sector,
across causes, including knowledge sharing
made a huge difference
There is a greater sense of community amongst
charities and the general public (including local,
national, international and online)
As a consequence of greater collaboration, the joined-up
approach and heightened sense of community, there are
reduced silos and increased growth within the sector

Charities constantly find
improvement opportunities and embrace a
forward thinking mindset
The sector is more outward looking in order to
generate income - working together plays a
big part in this
There is greater digital safeguarding and
security for the most vulnerable

Success for charities is about
embracing innovation to ensure
sustainable growth for the sector

Innovation:
Charities are seen as
market leaders in tech,
data and have become
one of the most
efficient sectors

The sector increased its 'agility at scale'

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum
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2030: SUCCESS
FOR THE THIRD
SECTOR
Purpose and
sustainability: The sector has
become more relevant to all
society. Long lasting changes
were brought about by
overcoming risk aversion and
that lead to greater
sustainability

Success for charities will
be about allowing 'new
tech' to free up more time
for human interaction

Success for charities will be about removing
waste today to release resource to build a
future in which humanity thrives

Charities have maintained specialisms, ensuring that,
first and foremost, they consider the people at the
heart of their cause
Every charity's purpose, alongside that of the
sector as a whole, is pure and transparent
It's a cultural norm to be respectful and
understanding of each other
The sector has a more varied delivery offer which
allows charities to solve the same problems in
different ways - something that reflects the diversity of
the people charities are supporting

More flexible volunteering offers are available, so
everybody has the chance to help a cause close to them

People working in the sector
have the right skills to succeed

There is an improved quality of life
for charity beneficiaries
There are more vocational opportunities for
young people in relevant industries

People impact: We have a
leading role in preventing
problems (finding cures)
rather than reacting to
them - this has been
enabled by
strategic changes

0% gender pay gap
Public opinion and
trust: As charities become
more relevant to society,
there is a greater public
awareness of charity work
and what charities offer.
This has led to an increase
in public trust

Dedicated income generation streams
have been created, to enable charities to
do the things nobody wants to fund
Charities are perceived as more relevant to all
It's a more diverse sector - thinking differently can have a
huge impact on success
Charities transparently demonstrate their impact, telling
stories of success

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum
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HERE & NOW:
BARRIERS TO
SUCCESS
"28% CHARITIES ARE WORRIED THAT
COMPETITORS ARE MAKING BETTER
USE OF DIGITAL THAN THEM"
CHARITY DIGITAL SKILLS REPORT
2018
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TODAY: BARRIERS
TO SUCCESS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
As talk of tech intensifies and our vision of the future of doing good becomes clearer, terms like
'digital transformation' are ever more present. But what exactly does this mean? Is this term
helpful? What's the perception of it? So, in our first #CharityForum get-together, the gang
explored: "Is the term 'digital transformation' holding us back?"
When thinking about Exec and Trustee boards, here's what we said,
and some words that are shaping our perception of 'digital
transformation'...
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Digital transformation integrates people, lean
processes and technology to help transform
organisations to be fit today to thrive
tomorrow.

“Tra f
ti is ab ad n ne wa
of wo n , ad n to t e wa pe do
t i g in wi so y. Sta wi s a l
s e s.”
Matt Chittock, third sector journalist and editor
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TODAY: BARRIERS
TO SUCCESS

Barriers to success fell into five overarching
themes. Specific barriers within those
themes were identified and explored by the
gang during forum sessions...

FUNDING
14% of charity leaders say their
charity is struggling to survive, and
this rises to a fifth (21%) of smaller
charities with an income of less
than £1 million
Charities Aid Foundation
Charity Landscape
Report 2019

There is diminished government funding, plus reduced public
donations and declining funds within schools and councils.
Legacy funding is also in decline.

LEGACY/PROCESS

The sector has more prevention processes than cures - there is a need to
focus on cures
There is a need to change traditional structures (to allow more diversity of thinking,
collaboration, innovation and simpler approval processes)
It's can be hard for those in need to get support, due to complex eligibility criteria
There is a challenge around the ability to effectively provide regulatory
assurance in the face of rapidly advancing tech

PEOPLE
Bringing people together to reduce isolation is a challenge
Unconscious bias may be impeding success and progression
Diversity of talent - a whole range of skills and knowledge are needed for the future
Challenges over 'ego' need to be overcome to allow greater collaboration and success
There are known issues with public trust
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TODAY: BARRIERS
TO SUCCESS

"[We mu ] re
re n as we as t u to
o r fu m al p i c s. We ca ’t si l
s a d s i l, we ha to co n o y im v
an ad ."
- Chris Reed, Head of Volunteer Mobilisation, British
Red Cross, #CharityForum gang member

STAYING RELEVANT
As usage of tech grows, ensuring
that there is appropriate digital
expertise across the organisation is
a huge issue for charities

75% of charities report a
shortage of digitally trained
staff
- Charity Digital Code
Benchmark Report

What do members expect from the
cause they're supporting? Keeping
up with member expectations is a
constant challenge

HOW DO WE ADOPT NEW TECH?
Tech is often feared. It’s important to think of
and talk about ‘digital’ as an enabler
The positive outcomes of embracing tech must be
embraced. Innovation can bring better efficiency
and give more opportunity to use your funds with
your people to be more visible

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum
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HERE & NOW:
THEMES FOR
ACTION
"THE FOCUS OF YOUR DIGITAL
CAPABILITY SHOULD BE HUMANS"
EY GLOBAL
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TODAY: WHAT THEMES
NEED OUR FOCUS?
Our third #CharityForum, in November 2019, focussed
on determining actions and a plan to make them a
reality.
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#CharityForum gang member, Session1
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Here are some of the themes the gang has already identified a need to focus on:
Launch digitally inclusive, free events and tools for
charity professionals

Have a plan for developing future leaders and careers
in charities

Create structured, topic based collaboration

Embed innovation into charity company values &
behaviours

Launch regional #CharityForums
Embed innovation into BAU across all departments
Increase financial structure/pay security
Mechanic for idea sharing between charities
Have a plan for the gang to solve specific problems
(e.g. social isolation)

Charities create feedback mechanisms (to solve issue
of innovations at 'grass roots' level being unheard of)
Enable decision makers to act on feedback
Change perception of innovation being wasteful

Have a shared view of topics which we come
together and lobby for (e.g. keeping Gift Aid)
Understand our differences/similarities

Prove to trustees that something works
Create more funding in innovation (no one wants to
fund failure)

From a 'helicopter view' to 'under the bonnet,' the gang is now working on a timeline of priority actions that
will enable the charity sector to achieve success and truly 'be fit to thrive' in 2030 and beyond.

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum 20

MEET 'THE
GANG' & GET
INVOLVED!
"NOBODY EVER MADE A DIFFERENCE
BY BEING LIKE EVERYONE ELSE"
P.T.BARNUM
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MEET THE GANG
THE AMAZING HUMANS
BEHIND THIS MISSION
CHARLOTTE
FIELDER MBE
Head of Volunteering,
Fostering & Communities
Battersea
Dogs & Cats Home
How did you get your job? After 33 years in

law enforcement I had a strong desire to
work in the third sector. I had been
volunteering and supporting different causes
all my adult life so I made the decision to
change my career. After some challenges
breaking into charity (it was surprisingly
difficult to convince people that skills were
transferable across sectors) I joined
Battersea in July 2015. It's the most
tremendous, forward thinking organisation
and it’s given me incredible opportunities.
What are you responsible for? I head up

the Volunteering & Fostering team. Plus, I’m
Head of Battersea Communities - a project
to re-home dogs and cats directly from the
homes of Community Rehoming volunteers
and to tackle loneliness and social isolation
through prompting pet ownership and
bringing people together at small local
events.
"I do a lot of
listening
and
What’s your typical day like?
talking
with
I get in just after 07:00. The space
people - not to
between then and 9am really
people"
helps me organise my day and
prioritise. I look to see
what meetings I have and I try to
work efficiently. I like to have one-to-ones
with my staff and find out what their
challenges are and what support they need. I
also want to find out what excites them. My
style of management is to empower my staff
- they make their decisions knowing
that they’re responsible but with the
understanding that I’m accountable.

charity.novacroft.com/forum

What do you enjoy most about your role?

Making a difference. We improve the lives of
animals and people.
What impact has the #CharityForum had
on you? I was intrigued. I attended the first

forum not really knowing what to expect.
Actually it was more like joining a choir with
lots of other voices from across the sector. It
was fascinating to hear other's perspectives
and I quickly realised that some of us can hit
the high notes and others hold the tune! But
we need all of us to belt out a song.

"There’s a huge challenge facing the
sector around dealing with reputational
risk. There have been some scandals and
some public trust has been lost.
Sometimes the public has a negative view
of charities. That the term ‘do-gooder’ is
seen as an insult. The word charity is not
always seen as a force for good."

What keeps you motivated? The

determined and caring people I work with.
How do you relax? I like to do a bit of

painting, it's really mindful. I’m writing some
short stories too, modern fables really.
What's the best piece of advice you've
ever received? To trust your staff. I have

rarely been let down and when I feel that
something is awry, I try to remain curious
rather than suspicious. When I was a child,
my grandfather wrote in my autograph book
'Always follow the rules of the game and you
won't go far wrong' and I try my best to
always do the right thing and be fair.
What advice would you give to anyone
just starting out in the third sector? The

years fly by so you owe it to yourself to be
happy in your role. You also need to be
committed to your own development and
extract every ounce of learning and then
share it. The more good practice you share,
the better the sector becomes. But most of
all, I would advise people to be kind.

@2030Charity #charityforum 22

"A fe g of ho t an op
co b a n. In ir !"

2020: GET INVOLVED
In 2019 we built the foundations for something amazing. In 2020
we want to begin creating a measurable impact that we can all
feel proud of.

Stephanie Borne, Shelter,
#CharityForum gang member,
Session1

FORUM 2B
In November 2019, the gang
met to work on a plan to act
on the priority themes to
make them a reality

WORKSHOP
How to get board-level
buy-in
PODCAST SERIES

QUARTERLY FORUM
'Brain Food' sessions
resulting in action plans.
Sessions will be in London,
possibly regionally too
Next #CharityForum:
20th March 2020

We will debate key
barriers and how we
overcome them

WORKSHOP
Innovating for a
sustainable future

WORKSHOP
Remove waste: create
space to grow
COLLABORATIVE
BIKE RIDE
Getting outdoors unlocks
creativity. We will bike, or
hike, our way to success!

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum 23

MEET THE GANG
The incredible humans making things happen

Stephanie Borne
Shelter

Emma Cannings
Senior charity professional

Thomas Gilliford
Clore Social Leadership

Peter Godwin
Royal Naval Association

Nick Harris
Compassion UK

Tania Khalil
StreetChild

Sophie Laverack
Girlguiding

Bill Oliphant
Royal Naval Association

Chris Reed
British Red Cross

Kate Van Der Plank
PDSA

Paul Drinkwater
RIBA

Charlotte Fielder
Battersea

Attendee profile
We have brought together a group of senior leaders and
aspiring leaders from charities, public sector and membership
organisations.
We're about diversity. We're about adaptive and creative
thinkers who actively want to make a valuable contribution to
ensuring our world thrives.

If you'd like to apply to join the gang, contact us: getmore@novacroft.com
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MEET MORE OF THE GANG
Where the mission began
CEO & Founder
An expert in integrating people, processes and technology to help transform
organisations to be fit today to thrive tomorrow, Debra is passionate about
harnessing technology to make a meaningful impact on society. Today 32m
people use Novacroft’s products and services. As a visionary, Debra sees
both the global opportunities and perils that will evolve as we move toward
and go beyond 2030.

Debra Charles

In 2018, Debra co-founded The Kindness Movement, which is dedicated to
encouraging kindness in school children across the world. Debra believes in
leaving a legacy that promotes the softer skills that will be increasingly
important differentiators between humans, robots and artificial intelligence
systems of the fast-approaching Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Debra is a trustee of the Northamptonshire Community Foundation, a
Cranfield University Entrepreneur Alumnus of the Year and a member of the
University’s Advisory Board. In 2019, Debra was the recipient of an Honorary
Doctorate from Cranfield University for her work in shaping UK business.

Business Development Manager
David has a background in the charity and information technology sectors.
His passion is helping not-for-profit organisations make meaningful impact by
utilising technology in an efficient way. His sector knowledge and expertise is
helping Novacroft’s mission to make a difference in the third sector.
David Oladiran

MarComms Manager
A creative marketer with a background in journalism, Louise heads up the
marketing team at Novacroft. After a career client side in the leisure industry,
and a 5 year stint at a B2B global advertising agency, Louise joined Novacroft
in 2015 to drive the diversification of the company into the charity sector.

Louise Wilce

Tracey Cunnington

Marketing Assistant
Tracey is championing Novacroft’s mission to help charities embrace
technology. She has worked with many of our ‘Charity of the Year’ causes
over her career at Novacroft, contributing to over £30,000 raised for
community initiatives in the last decade alone, by actively promoting
fundraising and volunteering.

If you'd like to apply to join the gang, contact us: getmore@novacroft.com
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We want an army of amazing
talent
It's about roles, not jobs
It's not 'fluffy' to say that we think there is
something amazing in everybody. We are a
diverse group of people with one goal: to
enable humanity to thrive in a digitised world.

FACILITATOR

WHIPCRACKER

"Pra c ex
ha do in t
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Emma Cannings, #CharityForum
gang member, Session1
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Which ones are you?

THINKER
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WHAT YOU'RE SAYING
Together, we create a voice that is amplified.

“Com t mi b o ni . Sha
ex en , di r vi an op o s,
en y!”
Bill Oliphant, Royal Naval
Association, #CharityForum gang
member, Session1

charity.novacroft.com/forum

@2030Charity #charityforum
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THANK YOU
We are often asked, 'why are you doing this?' or 'are you guys doing this for your
CSR objectives?'
We all live in unpredictable times. Many governments and organisations seem to be
focusing on short-time priorities. With the opportunities and potential perils of Fourth
Industrial Revolution fast approaching we truly believe that assembling this gang,
creating a voice for the charity sector to table actions and make real impact, with the
future in mind, will help the sector be fit to help humanity thrive.
Some might say "the future is something that World leaders determine". The thing is,
our children and their children have entrusted you and me to give them a future. I
know that together we can make a meaningful impact on humanity.
With the gang #CharityForum, we are simply providing the platform for caring, driven
and diverse talented individuals to come and own the stage. The sum is greater than
the individual parts.
So, thank you for reading. I would love to hear your views.

Debra Charles, CEO & Founder, Novacroft
debra.charles@novacroft.com
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ABOUT
NOVACROFT
Novacroft is an award-winning 300 team member smart technology, software solution
and customer care team.
We are experts in integrating people, processes and technology, transforming
organisations to be fit today to thrive tomorrow. Founder & CEO Debra Charles is
passionate about harnessing technology to make a meaningful impact on society. Today
32m people use Novacroft’s products and services.
We work side-by-side with clients to get to the root of challenges, protect them from risk,
simplify complex processes, help them get more for less and deliver excellent customer
service.
Novacroft places wellbeing (and a good portion of fun) and as central to team and
business excellence.
The Novacroft team proudly celebrated twenty one years of making a difference in 2019.

novacroft.com

2030Charity
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